Preface
Let n ∈ N := {1, 2, 3, . . .} and consider a parking lot consisting of n consecutive parking spots along a one-way street. Suppose n cars want to park one at a time in the parking lot and each car has a preferred parking spot. Each car coming into the lot initially tries to park in its preferred spot. However, if a car's preferred spot is already occupied, then it will park in the next available spot. Since the parking lot is along a one-way street, it is not guaranteed that every car will be able to park before driving past the parking lot. This dilemma leads to the idea of a parking function.
Let us make this definition precise. For n ∈ N, let [n] := {1, . . . , n}. Formally, suppose the parking spots are labeled 1, 2, . . . , n, in order, along the one-way street and the cars are labeled according to the order in which they try to park. In other words, for each i ∈ [n], car c i is the i th car to try to park and prefers spot a i ∈ [n]. Note that more than one car can have the same preference. To park, cars first drive to their preferred spot and park in it if it is available. If their preferred spot is occupied then they drive forward and park in the next available spot. If all n cars can park in the parking lot under these conditions, then the preference list (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) is called a parking function (of length n). For example, (1, 2, 4, 2, 2) is a parking function, but (1, 2, 2, 5, 5) is not. Naturally, the first question that arises is: "For any n ∈ N, how many parking functions are there?" Konheim and Weiss showed that the number of parking functions of length n is (n + 1) n−1 [12] .
In this paper, enumerating the set of preference lists that allow all cars to park satisfying certain conditions is what we call the parking problem. In the adventure that follows, we will make a variety of choices to define new parking problems. For instance, we could change the structure of the parking lot, the way cars prefer parking spots, or the way cars drive down the street. Regardless of the choices we make, the quest in the first part of our adventure is to count the number of preference lists that satisfy the conditions of the parking problem at hand. With this enumeration, we then begin a new part of the adventure where we study properties of the set of parking functions arising in these parking problems. This gives rise to an entire new avenue of open problems. Let us begin! 1 Part 1: The adventure begins "Two roads diverged in a wood, and I -I took the one less traveled by, And that has made all the difference."
-Robert Frost 1 This adventure will be an ad free experience. We withhold references until our concluding remarks in Part 3, where we direct the reader to literature related to the problems presented.
You find yourself alone in your car and at a stand still in a traffic jam with nothing but Stanley's Enumerative Combinatorics Volume 2 to keep you occupied. Having randomly flipped through the book you land on page 94 and find the following problem: [15, 5. 29. a.] There are n parking spots 1, 2, , . . . , n (in that order) on a one-way street. Cars c 1 , c 2 , . . . c n enter in that order and try to park. Each car c i has a preferred spot a i . A car will drive to its preferred spot and try to park there. If the spot is already occupied, the car will park in the next available spot. If the car must leave the street without parking, then the process fails. If α = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) is a sequence of preferences that allows every car to park we call α a parking function.
Show that a sequence (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ [n] n is a parking function if and only if the increasing rearrangement b 1 ≤ b 2 ≤ · · · ≤ b n of a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n satisfies b i ≤ i. Suppose you are in the future and each car c i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can teleport and its size s i ∈ N can vary. Sadly, parking technology has not caught up to the car technology and parking spots are only of size 1. If car c i is of size 1 ≤ s i ≤ n, it needs s i consecutive empty parking spots to park. If the car c i prefers the spot a i , it can park if the spots from a i to a i + s i − 1 are empty. If any of these spots are occupied, the car is unable to park and will teleport k ∈ N units forward. The way you determine the value of k is up to you. If a i + k + s i − 1 > n, then the car teleports out of the parking lot and does not park. If a i + k + s i − 1 ≤ n, then the car teleports and is still in the lot. The futuristic teleporting car c i can park if it can find s i consecutive empty parking spots starting at and including spot a i + k. Unfortunately, each futuristic car has only enough fuel to teleport once, so if the car is unable to park after teleporting, it does not park at all. Can you count the number of preference lists that are parking functions with these futuristic cars?
Finished? Good news! This isn't the end of the road! Once you have counted these parking functions, there are many more properties that you can study. Go to Part 2.
Chapter 1.7 -Multiple cars park in a single spot
This problem requires you to put on your thinking cap and your clown shoes. Imagine there are n ∈ N clowns that need to go to the circus. Suppose they line up to board m ∈ N clown cars that will take them to the circus tent. A number d ∈ N indicates the number of clowns that fit in a car. This number d can be fixed or varied, whichever you decide. Now, suppose each clown has a preferred clown car, which is represented in a preference list. If a clown gets to their preferred clown car and it is full, i.e. there are already d clowns in it, the clown will continue forward, checking clown cars until it finds one with a spot available. If all the clowns fit in the m cars, they are all able to make it to the circus. If all the clowns make it to the circus based on the given preference list, the list of clown preferences is a clown function. For given integers d, m, and n, can you count all clown functions?
Chapter 1.8 -Restricted backward movement
Even the most expensive cars require maintenance. Suppose that out of the n cars, c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n , every car with an even index has a dysfunctional gear shift preventing it from being able to reverse. Thus, cars c 2 , c 4 , c 6 , etc., can only move forward to check the spots ahead of them if their preferred spot is occupied. However, cars at odd indices, c 1 , c 3 , c 5 , etc., have no outstanding issues and are equipped with fully functioning gear shifts. This means that, if their preferred spot is occupied, they first check one spot behind them and park there if it is empty. Otherwise, they continue forward and check the remaining spots in the lot, parking in the first available. In this scenario, find the number of preference lists that allow for all of the cars to park.
Finished? Good news! This isn't the end of the road! Once you have counted these parking functions, there are many more properties that you can study. Go to Part 2. Chapter 1.9 -Introducing randomness Heads or tails?
Making decisions can be hard sometimes. The drivers in this parking scenario agree. Suppose that upon discovering their preferred spot is taken, the driver of each car flips a fair coin to decide whether they will back up and check the previous spot or if they will just continue forward to find the next available spot. If a car checks the previous spot and finds that it is taken, they continue driving forward to look for the next unoccupied spot. Given a fixed preference list, what is the probability that the preference list is a parking function?
Finished? Good news! This isn't the end of the road! Once you understand these probabilities, there are many more properties that you can study. Go to Part 2.
Chapter 1.10 -Obstructed parking spots
Imagine a neighborhood where every family decides to host a BBQ for their friends on the same day. Suppose that there are n ∈ N cars arriving and they all need to park. The neighborhood street has m ∈ N spots with m > n. Some of the m parking spots are obstructed by grills, lawn games, and other BBQ festivities for the duration of the event, limiting the number of available spots in which the BBQ attendees can park. Some hosts are more popular than others and not every BBQ is the same size. This means that some hosts take up more spots in the parking lot along the neighborhood street than others. Luckily, there are still n spots available, one for every car who wants to park in the lot. However, they must park around these obstructions.
Suppose that each car c i has a preferred parking spot, a i , with 1 ≤ a i ≤ m that is closer to the BBQ they want to attend. If their preferred spot is empty when they arrive, they park in that spot. However, their preferred spot could be taken by another guest that arrived earlier or be obstructed by a BBQ activity. If the car's preferred spot is occupied, the car can back up one spot. If it is empty, the relieved guest will take it. If it is occupied, the car will continue driving forward until it finds an empty spot. If no such spot exists, much to the dismay of the excited guest, they will return home. The preference list consisting of the preferences of these cars is a parking function if all the guests can park and attend their BBQ. How many such parking functions are there?
Chapter 1.11 -Cars and scooters
Imagine that you live in a city where everyone is trading in their cars for sleeker, more space efficient vehicles: electric scooters. Suppose that there are n ∈ N scooters lined up to park in m ∈ N parking spots. Each scooter has a preferred parking spot. Since scooters are smaller than cars, many scooters can park in a single parking spot and m ≤ n. We denote the number of scooters that can fit in a parking spot by d. You get to determine the value of d however you see fit. If a scooter gets to its preferred parking spot and it is already full of scooters, it can check the previous spot. If the previous spot has room, then the scooter will park there. If not, the scooter will continue forward until it finds a spot that has not yet reached max capacity, in which case it parks there. Can you count the number of scooter parking functions for an arbitrary d, m, and n?
Finished? Good news, this is not the end of the road! Once you have counted these parking functions, there are many more properties that you can study. Go to Part 2.
Chapter 1.12 -Teleporting cars
Oh no! Something wonky is going on and the parking lot is now riddled with wormholes. As usual, there are n cars that want to park in n parking spots. However, in this scenario, if car c i 's preferred parking spot, a i , is occupied, it falls into a wormhole that teleports it k parking spots backward. You can choose how the value of k is determined. After teleporting, the car remains intact and decides to take advantage of the worm hole situation by checking the spot, a i − k, that it landed next to. If that spot is empty, the car will park there. If not, it proceeds forward as usual until it finds an empty parking spot.
If all cars are able to park based on a given preference list, then the preference list is a parking function. If a car teleports outside of the n parking spots or is unable to park, then the preference list is not a parking function. For a given k, n ∈ N, how many preference lists are parking functions?
Chapter 1.13 -Back of the line blues
In an ideal world, every car would have a fair chance at finding a spot in the parking lot. Unfortunately, life is not always fair and in this problem, the cars at the end of the preference list are at a disadvantage. Suppose the number of steps back a car can take is determined by its position in line. In this scenario, cars at the beginning of the line can take more steps back than cars at the end. Specifically, define f : [n] → [n] as f (i) = n − i + 1. For each i ∈ [n], if car c i 's preferred spot a i is taken, it can check up to f (i) spots behind a i before continuing forward. Note that for each pair of indices i, j with i < j, f (j) < f (i). With this rule in place, how many preference lists allow all the cars to park?
Finished? Good news! This isn't the end of the road! Once you have counted these parking functions, there are many more properties that you can study. Go to Part 2. 
Chapter 2.1 -Embracing uncertainty
If you haven't already considered adding an aspect of randomness to your problem, see the problem presented in Chapter 1.9 for an idea of how to do so. If you have, consider a weighted coin or randomizing a different or additional decision in the parking process.
These suggestions alone can set you up for a lifetime of adventure. However, if you are hoping to go in another direction, return to Part 1 and see where a new path can take you. When you are ready to conclude your journey, go to Part 3.
Chapter 2.2 -High fives and fist bumps
Moving on from a good problem can be challenging. A car moving on from its preferred parking spot can be challenging as well. As the cars park, they do not always get their preferred spot since it may be occupied. In this case, they too feel sad to move on. This sadness is something you can study. When a car arrives at a parking spot and is forced to move on, i.e. check another spot because the current one is full, it is called a bump. For any parking function, the number of bumps can be counted as the distance between where a car wants to park and where it has to park, which we call displacement. Studying the displacement of these parking functions leads to a new research project.
Chapter 2.3 -The highs and lows of parking functions
So you're feeling on top of the world. That's awesome, you should be feeling that way! Some elements of a preference list feel on top of their little world too. When a number in a preference list feels like this, it is called a peak. Peaks occur at an index i when car c i has a preference greater than the preferences of the two cars (c i−1 and c i+1 ) next to it. Specifically, in the preference list α = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ), a peak occurs when a i−1 < a i and a i+1 < a i for some i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1}. How many peaks are there in your particular parking functions? What is the total number of peaks in the parking functions with n cars? These are the types of questions you can ask to continue on in your adventure.
However, if you get stuck in a rut while thinking about peaks, don't be discouraged. Valley's are another property you can try to count in your scenario. A valley is the opposite of a peak and occurs when car c i has a preference less than the preferences of the two cars (c i−1 and c i+1 ) next to it.
Chapter 2.4 -What goes up must come down, unless it's all tied up
Although you feel like it is all downhill from here, you can always turn a corner and take a path that leads you back up or keeps you leveled. Luckily, no matter where your journey takes you, your parking function problem involves preference lists and you can explore and study their characteristics.
To describe these characteristics, we consider the preference list α = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ), and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we say i is an ascent if a i < a i+1 , i is a descent if a i > a i+1 , and i is a tie if a i = a i+1 . You can count these for any parking function, regardless of the parking rules.
Studying these characteristics in your parking problem can set you up for a lifetime of adventure. However, if you are hoping to go in another direction, return to Part 1 and see where a new path can take you. When you are ready to conclude your journey, go to Part 3.
Chapter 2.5 -Probabilistic-alley
If you're feeling average, get ready to put on your probabilistic hat. Given a random parking function, what is the probability that a given car will get its preferred parking spot? Among the total number of ascents and descents 2 in the set of all parking functions, how are they distributed? That is, are certain parking spots more likely than others to have ascents or descents in the preference list?
Finding the answers to these questions can set you up for a lifetime of adventure. However, if you are hoping to go in another direction, return to Part 1 and see where a new path can take you. When you are ready to conclude your journey, go to Part 3.
Chapter 2.6 -Count your lucky stars
All n cars are able to park when the preference list (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) is a parking function. However, some cars may not get to park exactly in their preferred spot. Car c i is defined to be lucky if it parks in spot a i . Try counting the number of lucky cars for your parking problem.
This suggestion alone can set you up for a lifetime of adventure. However, if you are hoping to go in another direction, return to Part 1 and see where a new path can take you. When you are ready to conclude your journey, go to Part 3.
Part 3: The end of the beginning
Now let's pump the brakes for a second. As you can imagine, there are many other combinations of these different parking function scenarios. With so many variations, if you reached the end of this paper and did not find a parking function problem that tooted your horn, we encourage you to build your own.
Your adventure awaits you! Epilogue
In this short adventure, we simulate for the reader the twists and turns that encompass the research process. Sometimes, we cruise through obstacles with maximum productivity. Other times, we seem to exhaust our resources and it feels like no more progress can be made. Ultimately, the journey is never over as we continue to find new paths to explore. These paths can sometimes take us down unexpected roads, which can lead to interesting connections. Many researchers have experienced this. Thus, the connections of parking functions to other fields are plenty. For instance, parking functions have been studied on graphs in [4] . Alternatively, in [16] , parking functions have been connected to volumes of Pitman-Stanley polytopes. Moreover, generalizations abound and all that is left is more time to enumerate them and discover their properties. We are counting on you to continue on the quest to solve parking problems! These adventures were made possible in part by. . . Cars with variable size have been studied in [9] and allowing multiple cars to park in a spot have been studied in [2] . However they did not include variable movement, nor any other generalization presented here. Chapter 1.2, Chapter 1.4, Chapter 1.5
Cars that can back up to a certain number of spots when finding their preferred parking spot occupied were studied in [5] . This only included looking one parking spot back at a time. It did not include moving back a fixed number of spots and taking the first available. Chapter 1.3
Cars whose backward movement varies depending on the car is an open problem. Chapter 1.7, Chapter 1.8, Chapter 1.9, Chapter 1.12, Chapter 1.13, Chapter 2.1
The problems in these sections have not been studied.
Chapter 1.10
Cars parking after a trailer were studied in [10] . More recently, in [1] , the authors generalize these results to cars parking after a fixed number of trailers have already been parked, and where cars have only forward movement. Thus cars with variable or backward movement have not been studied in these scenarios.
Chapter 1.11
A variation of this problem has been studied in [2] where the authors make motorcycles indistinguishable and cars distinguishable. All vehicles only moved forward. Allowing for variable movement leads to open problems. Chapter 2.2
For the study of displacement for classical parking function see [13, 17] .
Chapter 2.3
This problem has been studied on permutations [3] . An initial study for these results for parking functions that are not permutation was done in [6] . No further study has been made on generalized parking functions.
Chapter 2.4
The enumeration of descents and ties of classical parking functions was studied in [14] . For more examples of what has been studied about ascents, descents, and ties in parking functions, see [7, 8, 14] .
Chapter 2.5
Distributions and probabilistic problems on classical parking functions were studied in [7] . This has not been expanded to other generalized parking functions.
Chapter 2.6
Lucky cars were defined and studied in [17] and a generating function for the number of lucky cars in a parking function is obtained in [11] . This has not been expanded to other generalized parking functions.
